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We are already done with the first month of the New Year 2021. However, for Accountants,

the month of January hasn’t been any new. With the Self-assessment timeline set as 31st

January, Accountants had been busy pulling all-nighters, working hard to wrap up their

client’s self-assessment tax returns. Even after all the hard work, nearly 15% missed the

deadline. 

But the good news is that after HMRC’s recent announcement to waive the late filing

penalty, there won’t be any penalty charged, provided the tax return is submitted online by

28 February. Another interesting point to note is that of the 10,743,387 returns received

some 96% were filed online. Can this be a swift move towards MTD?

Coming onto the struggles Accounting professionals had to face this season, many have

referred to this season as the “hardest SA season”. There can be many reasons for this

with overworked accountants being the number one reason. All we can say is that it has

been a great learning year for everyone, teaching us many new lessons about how to

survive the difficult times. 

So, Accountants, how has the year been for you? What have you learned from this year’s

tax season? Are you planning to invest in outsourcing services?

Do let us know how you are coping up with the tax hassle this season.

EMAIL: info@outbooks.com

PHONE:+44 (0) 330 057 8597 

Stay Safe!

Amit Agarwal

Managing Director, UK
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                             About Outbooks

Outbooks is a UK based outsourcing firm enabling Accountants to outsource Accounting and

Bookkeeping services to our offshore centers in India, thereby increasing capacity at a fraction

of local cost.10+ years of experience, 4 delivery centers, 220+ team size, 100+ active customers

(accountants), Trusted, Reliable, and compliant!
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